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INTRODUCTION 

Covering Spaces may be studied from several points of 

view and with respect to many kinds of spaces. The earliest 

form of covering spaces considered was that of the Riemann 

surface where the spaces involved are 2-dimensional and 

triangulable and the mapping function is an analytic func¬ 

tion of a complex variable. Generalizations to n-dimensions 

were natural and an account of such a generalization may be 

found in [15] where the spaces considered are complexes. In 

this work we take the generalization further and assume only 

that the spaces dealt with are arc-connected, locally arc- 

connected, locally simply connected and Hausdorff. A brief 

account of the theory from this point of view may be found 

in [14] where the existence of only the universal covering 

space is proved. This approach has the advantage that it 

does not appeal to ideas of dimension and triangulability 

and it also includes a good portion of the topological spaces 

ordinarily encountered. We undertake here to prove and ex¬ 

tend, insofar as possible the results in [15]. The theory 

of covering spaces can be made even more general by replac¬ 

ing the properties arc-connected and locally arc-connected 

by connectedness and local connectedness respectively [2]. 

However this approach has the disadvantage of giving an un¬ 

orthodox definition for the fundamental group and of being 

rather incapable of easy visualization. Also, covering 

spaces may be considered as a special case of fibre bundles 

[1?]. 



Chapter 0 of this thesis consists of the prerequisites 

needed to develop the theory of covering spaces. Chapter 1 

develops the theory of covering spaces for that type of 

space that we have already mentioned. Sections on the mono- 

dromy theorem, existence theorem, universal and regular cov¬ 

erings are included. 

A black bar (g) indicates the end of a proof of a 

theorem. The expression "iffi" takes place of the expres¬ 

sion ’’if and only if". 

The author wishes to thank Professor G. R. MacLane for 

his valuable help during the writing of this thesis. 



CHAPTER 0 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is devoted primarily to giving the pre¬ 

requisites and background necessary to understand the ma¬ 

terial which is presented in the main body of this work. 

No attempt is made to deal with any particular topic in 

detail, e.g. in the section on general topology, no separa¬ 

tion axioms other than the Hausdorff axiom are given. Also 

proofs are completely left out and little effort is made to 

distinguish between definition and theorem. For a more com¬ 

plete discussion of the prerequisites one may consult the 

references given at the beginning of each topic. 

GENERAL TOPOLOGY 

Most of the required material on general topology may 

be found in [0] or [10] in addition to many other works on 

topology. Since differences in terminology exist between 

the various works on topology, we remark here that for the 

most part we use the definitions and terminology in [8]. 

1. TOPOLOGIES 

T~ is said to be a topology on a space X iffiT is a col¬ 

lection of subsets of X satisfying 

(1) 0 and X belong to'T”. 

(2) The union of any collection of members of H^is a 

member ofT". 

(3) The intersection of any finite number of members of 
T is a member of <r\~. 



The couple (XjT”) is called a topological space. Since 

we will understand any space X, which we deal with, to have 

some (specified) topology we will merely refer to X rather 

than to (X,T) as a topological space. 

The elements of T~ are called the open sets of X. 

A subset A of X is called a closed set iffi A = X - B 

where B is open. 

The intersection of an arbitrary collection of closed 

sets is closed. The union of a finite collection of closed 

sets is closed. 

A neighborhood of a point x in a topological space is 

any open set which contains x. The union of any number and 

the intersection of finitely many neighborhoods of x are 

again neighborhoods of x. 

A topological space X is said to be a Hausdorff space 

or to satisfy the Hausdorff separation axiom iffi any two 

points of X have disjoint neighborhoods. In a Hausdorff 

space points are closed. 

2. BASES 

Let X have a topology “HT and let $krTT Then $ is a base 

for the topology "T iffi every member of‘T" may be written as 

a union of members of <6*3. 

A base for the neighborhood system of a point xeX, or 

a local base at x is a family of neighborhoods of x such that 

every neighborhood of x contains a member of the family. 

A convenient base for the topology of the real line is 

the set of open intervals on the line. 



3. RELATIVE TOPOLOGY 

Let A be a fixed subset of a topological space X with 

topology T. Then we may define a natural topology on A as 

follows: Let U <5^, then A fl U is said to be open in A. It 

is easy to verify that all sets of the form A D U, where 

U^‘5T, forms a topology for A, This topology is called the 

topology of A relative to the topology of X, The closed 

sets of A are of the form AflU where U is closed in X. If X 

is Hausdorff, then so is A in the relative topology. 

4. CLOSURE 

The closure A” of a subset A of a topological space X 

is the intersection of all members of the family of all 

closed sets containing A. A” is a closed set, (~) is called 

the closure operator and obeys the following rules? A c A-, 

0" = 0y,(A“)“ = A", (A U B)" = A" U. B~, (A fl B)“ c A” fl B". 

set A is closed iffi A“ = A. 

The interior A0 of A is the union of all open sets con¬ 

tained in A. If A^s the compliment of A in X then A/- = 

Ao/. 

The frontier Af of A is A” - A0. = A” fl = A^. 

5. SEPARABILITY, COUNTABILITY 

A subset A of a topological space X is said to be dense 

in X iffi A” = X. 

A space whose topology has a countable base is said to 

be separable or second countable. 

If the neighborhood system of every point in a topologi¬ 

cal space X has a countable base then X is said to satisfy 

the first axiom of countability or to be first countable. 



Second countability implies first countability 

6. LIMIT POINTS. 

If A is a subset of a topological space X, then a point 

x of X is called a limit point of A iffi every neighborhood 

of x contains a point of A different from x. 

If A is a sequence £xn| of points then the sequence 

|xh| is said to converge to x iffi every neighborhood of x 

contains all but a finite number of the x . 

In a Hausdorff space the limit point of a convergent 

sequence is unique. 

7. COMPACT SPACES 

An open cover of a set A is a collection *14 = flh l 
—=    t *<>AfcA 

of open sets such that UAfAUAoA. 

A topological space is compact iffi every open cover of 

the space contains a finite subcover. 

In a compact set every infinite subset has a limit 

point. A subset A of a topological space X is compact iffi 

it is compact in the relative topology. A compact subset of 

a.Hausdorff space is closed. A subset of a Euclidean space 

is compact iffi it is closed and bounded. A compact subset 

of a metric space is closed and bounded but not conversely 

[10]. 

A space X is locally compact iffi for each point x in X 

there is a neighborhood of x whose closure is compact. 

8. CONNECTEDNESS 

Two subsets A and B of a topological space X are separated 

iffi A fl B and A fill B are both void. 



A topological space X is connected iffi it is not the 

union of two separated non-void subsets. 

If the Connected sets A^,X<sA have a point in common 

then tlJ. Ax is connected. 

A subset A of X is connected iffi it is connected in 

the relative topology. 

A. component of a topological space is a connected sub¬ 

set which is contained in no other connected subset. A con¬ 

nected space has only one component. Every component of a 

topological space is closed. 

The unit interval, I = [0,1], is a connected set. 

9. CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Let A and B be two sets. A mapping f of A into B is 

a law which assigns to each element a of A a uniquely de¬ 

fined element f(a) = b of B. Frequently the statement Mf is 

a mapping of A into B“ is abbreviated f:A—>B. f is also 

called a function, operator, or correspondence. 

A mapping f:A—>B is called onto iffi every element of 

B can be written as f(a) for some a e A. f is called one 

to one iffi f(x) = f(y) implies x = y. 

The set upon which f(x), x e X is defined, then A is 

called the domain of f and B = f(A) is called the range of f. 

If U is a subset of Y, then f**1 (U) is the set of all elements 

of X which map onto elements of U. f“*(U) is called the in¬ 

verse image of U with respect to f. 

A mapping f:X—>Y where X and Y are topological spaces 

is continuous iffi for each open set U in Y, f” *(U) is open. 



As a consequence, f is continuous iffi for each x e X and 

each neighborhood U of f(x) there is a neighborhood V of x 

such that f(V) c U. 

Let X, Y, and Z be topological spaces, f:X—>Y, g:Y-“* Z 

f and g continuous. Then the composition function h=g°f = 

g(f(x)), x e X, is a continuous mapping from X to Z. 

If f :X Y, then f is a homeomorphism iffi both f and 

f"1 are continuous, one to one, and onto. If f:X—>Y is a 

homeomorphism then X and Y are homeomorphic. Homeomorphism 

is an equivalence relation. 

If f :X —>Y, g:A—» B, A c= X(. and B c: Y, then g is the re¬ 

striction of f to A iffi g(a) = f(a) for all aeA we write 

g = f|A. If f is continuous then so is g but not conversely 

If f:X—*Y is continuous and if {3?^,} converges to x in 

X then (f(xfl.)} converges to f(x) in Y. If A <=. X, f is con¬ 

tinuous and A is compact, locally compact, connected, local¬ 

ly connected, arc-connected, locally arc-connected, locally 

simply connected then so is f(A). Those terms, e.g. arc- 

connectedness, which have not yet been defined, will be de¬ 

fined later. In general, if X and Y are homeomorphic then 

any topological property which X possesses, Y possesses (or 

can possess through a suitable homeomorphism f). 

10* ARC-CONNECTEDNESS 

A topological space X is arc-connected iffi any two 

points PQ and P^ in X are contained in a set which is the 

continuous image of the unit interval I = [0,1] together 

with the usual topology. In other words X is arc-connected 

when there exists a continuous function oOl—*X such that 
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0((o) = PQ, and <*(1) = P^» The directed subset C = {P^e X | cx'(t) 

= P^, t £ 1} is called an arc, path or curve connecting PQ 

to P-^. We shall often use the more comprehensive and more 

general notation C = (,A) where if A = I, or A is a sub¬ 

interval of I, then C is an arc and if A is merely a subset 

of I, 0 is part of an arc. 

A topological space X is called locally arc-connected 

if for any point P e X and any neighborhood U of P there 

exists a neighborhood V of P contained in U such that any 

two points x and y in V may be connected by an arc in U. 

11. PRODUCT SPACES 

The Cartesian product AX B of two sets A and B is the 

set of all ordered pairs (a,b) where a e A and b€g"B. 

Let X and Y be two topological spaces, then the 

cartesian product X X Y forms a topological space in a 

natural way where the set of all pairs U X V forms a base 

for a topology on X X Y when U 6 B^, a base for a topology 

on X and Y €• By, a base for a topology on Y. The spaces X 

and Y are called coordinate spaces. The functions P^ and ?£ 

which carry a point (x$y) into x and into y respectively are 

called the projections into the coordinate spaces. The pro¬ 

jections P-j- and 1?2 are continuous. 

If f:X-*X^ and g:Y—» Xj, are continuous then so is h: 

X^Y-> X1 X where h(x,y) = (f (x) , g (y) ), x 6 X, y 6 Y. 

If X and Y are both Hausdorff, compact, locally compact, 

connected, locally connected, arc-connected, locally arc- 

connected, simply connected, locally simply connected, first 



countable, or second countable, then so is XXX. Again, 

terms which have not hitherto been defined will be defined 

later on. 

12. METRIC SPACES 

A space X is called a metric space iffi there exists a 

function f which maps the cartesian product XXX into the 
real numbers such that 

(1) f(^y) ±o * = y 

(2) ?L*>y) = fCy,*J 

(3) f ex, y) +■ f . 

Condition (3) is usually called the triangle inequality. 

f is called a metric on X. 

An open sphere S^ a^ of radius & and center at a in a 
metric space X with metric f is defined as the set, S^ 

[x6X| ^*(x,a) <£ , $ >0]. The set of all such spheres forms 

a base for a topology on X called the metric topology of X. 

A given space X may have several different metrics and metric 

topologies. 

13. TOPOLOGICAL IDENTIFICATION 

Let X be a topological space and let R be an equivalence 

relation partitioning the points of X into equivalence classes. 

Denote the equivalence class of x by X* and the set of all 

such equivalence classes by X*. There is a natural mapping 

f:X—>X onto which maps each point x of X into the equiva¬ 

lence class containing x. Let T be a topology on X, then 

there is induced in X a natural topology by letting U in 

X be open iffi -f (U ) is open. For our purposes only cer- 



tain "small11 sets in X will enjoy non-trivial identifications, 

the other points of X being essentially their own equivalence 

classes. 

HOMOTOFI AND THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 

Throughout this portion on homotopy theory and the fun¬ 

damental group we shall assume that we are dealing with a 

fixed arc-connected topological space X. We shall, in 

general, interpret "homotopy" to mean homotopy of paths rather 

than homotopy of mappings (which is actually the case) in 

order to establish a better intuitive reference for the 

deformation procedure which occurs. Good elementary dis¬ 

cussions of homotopy and the fundamental group may be found 

in [6], [0], [1Q], [1ft] or [15], more thoroughgoing discus¬ 

sions of homotopy are found in [6] and CEU. 

1. PATHS 

We have already defined the path C=(ctf,I). The points 

C((0) ando^(l) are called the beginning and end points re¬ 

spectively of the path C. C is said to run from Ol(0) to 

ot(l). 

If C = (c(,X), the inverse path C_1 is given by C-1 = 

cp,i), *(t) = p(i-t), t e I. 

If C,= (^Cthl) and C^= are two paths in 

X such that ot4( I) = OljCO) then the product path C = 0^2 = 

( pCt),!) is given by pm = #i<«). ozt ± ± 5 

- 0CX (x* -/ ) j ± t * & | . 

A path C = (0<,1) is called closed iffi O(.(0) = 0((l), 

i.e.the end coincides with the beginning. 00"^ and C~^C 

are closed paths. 



2. HOMOTOPY 

The paths CQ = (<VC,I) and C-^ = (0(^1) are homotopic, 

written C0^C-p iffi there is a continuous function F(t,u) : 

I X 1 —> X such that 

FU,0) ~o(0U)y 

FCtji) = <Ki Ct), 

FiPiU.) - <K0 CO) =• °(, CO) is fixed, and 

F C/j u) = °^oU) - o( j 0 ) is fixed, 
Homotopy is an equivalence relationship. 

We now state the following important facts. 

If CQ, 0^ i DQ , D-^ are paths such that ^ C-^, 

D^ ^ D-, , and CHL exists then exists and G^D ^ CnBn . o^i7 oo ll o o 11 

Iff C ^ D then C-1 ^ D-1. 

If C is homotopic to the constant "path11, i.e. to a 

point, then C is called a null path. If C is any path and 

P is a null path such that GP exists then CP ~ G. If PC 

exists then PC ~ C. 

If C, D, and E are three paths such that CD and DE exist, 

then (CD)E and C(DE) exist and (OD)E ^C(DE). 

CC"~^ and C-^C are null paths. 

If C and D are two paths such that CD-^ exists and is 

closed, then CD ^ is homotopic to a null path iffi C c&D. 

3. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 

Let PQ be a fixed point in an arc-connected topological 

space X. Consider the set TT of all closed paths in X be¬ 

ginning and ending at P^. PQ is called the base point for 

the paths of TT. If C € TT then we denotelthe class of all 

paths homotopic to C by [C]. Multiplication of these classes 



is defined by the rule [CD] = [C][D]. This definition of 

multiplication is independent of the choice of representa¬ 

tives for [0] and [D] and the product [C][D] is uniquely 

defined by [0] and [D]. Using the facts previously men¬ 

tioned about paths and homotopy, it is easy to prove that 

the set of all such equivalence classes [C] forms a group 

7T=7T(X,P0) called the fundamental group of the space X* 

For the arc-connected space X, if /rCXjP^ is a fundamental 

group formed by homotopy equivalence classes of paths be¬ 

ginning and ending at P1 then 7T(X,P0) is isomorphic to 

/f(X,P^). Hence the shorthand notation 7T for the funda¬ 

mental group is justified. 

If f:X—*Y is a homeomorphism, then7T(X,P0) is iso¬ 

morphic to 7T(Y,Q0) where f(PQ) = Qq, i.e. homeomorphic spaces 

have isomorphic fundamental groups. But not conversely, 

e.g. the solid sphere, the disc, and the point all possess 

isomorphic fundamental groups, each consisting of the iden¬ 

tity alone, but these spaces arje obviously not homeomorphic 

with respect to their usual topologies. 

Spaces like the three just mentioned occur often 

enough for us to give them a special name. 

An arc-connected topological space is simply connected 

iffi its fundamental group consists only of the identity. 

Any closed curve in a simply connected space is homo¬ 

topic to a point. 

A topological space X (not necessarily connected) is 

locally simply connected iffi for every neighborhood U of 
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any point P in X there exists a neighborhood V of P and con¬ 

tained in U such that any closed path in V beginning and end¬ 

ing in P is homotopic to P in U. 

THE STRUCTURE OP CERTAIN SPACES 

Here we give a brief account of certain important topo¬ 

logical spaces, along with certain structures defined upon 

them. Good accounts of the theory of simplexes, complexes, 

and polyhedra are to be found in DQl] and [18-]. The reader 

is especially referred to either [7], D3U or [15] for sur¬ 

face theory. 

1. EUCLIDEAN SPACE 

A set whose elements are called vectors or points, 

is called a Euclidean space iffi 

(1) forms a vector space over the field of real num¬ 

bers . 

(2) The maximum number of linearlyy independent ele¬ 

ments of R.n is equal to 11. A system XjjiM;Xh of elements 

of R is said to be linearity independent iffi atxl+-- + 

implies a,= — = where the are real numbers:. 
_ In 

A maximal set of linearlyy independent elements of R is 

called a basis for Rw. 

(3) There is an operation or function on X R called 

the inner product which maps X into the reals and which 

is linear, symmetric, and non-negative, i.e. if we denote 

the operation by C*) we have 

(ax + (z y) * 2 s. ciOC*2r) + &(?•*) 

X'X = y.y 

X-x > o x to x-x =0 x=o 
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where X,y)2 & R
h and a and b are real numbers. 

A set of Vectors Xoj XtJ>" t XK. are called affine-inde¬ 

pendent iffi the relations 

-+ -O 8114 ** ** * - + «-u. ' & 

imply that ao - <?, = - O , where , a,c 

are real numbers. 

The system Xo, Xi, •••, Xit is affine independent iffi the 

system CXl-X0)i •••, CXR-XO.) is linearily independent. 

A set e( )•••> CV> °1 vectors such that £; *Cj = £;j 

where • is the Kronecker delta is called an orthonormal 
1 V 

basis for R* Any Euclidean space has an orthonormal basis 

and it is this kind of basis that is usually used in a 

Euclidean space. Any vector )( in R can be written uniquely 

as a linear combination of vectors of an orthonormal basis, 

i.e. X-cihCh where the system e, >•*<, is the ortho¬ 

normal basis and ctf} are real numbers. 

If X— CLt€,+—i- and y _ ISI g' bhCn i then a 

metric may be defined in K as 

f’Ot *■ £. b CL t — ) +* ~t~ C. Cl in 6 ) 3 , 

YJ is ordinarily thought of as the distance between the 

points x and y. 

The collection of all points ~ t. X' e- ftp ( 

f00a) - S j S >o I is called a closed n-sphere of radius S, and 

center .at a. The collection of points 5^s = £ x e R*1 / 

f LX;4) - % > % ? ° I is called an open n-sphere a£ radius $ 

and center at a. The set of all open n-spheres in a Euclidean 



Certain space E forms a base for natural topology on R . 

open n-spheres are given special names. 

Sp<yis an open interval centered on a. 

Scsaji3 a ^sc °f radius % with center at a. 

5^^is an open sphere of radius £, center at a. 

2. SIMPLEXES, COMPLEXES, AND POLYHEDRA 

Let X o) Y-t} •••; Yjn be a system of affine independent 

points of an n-dimensional Euclidean space R , r An . The 
if* " 

set A of points x of the space R of the form 

X » X « , X, +■ + <%t~ xl~ 

where the QO CL\ > > 4-r 8116 real numbers satisfying the 

condition^ 

cia *-ct, f = / and C{. O f = C3, A 

is called an r-dimensional simplex or an r-simplex. The 

usual notation for A is A = CX0 X, 1 *• The points 

are called the vertices of Ar. The num¬ 

bers at j *•<; are called the barycentric coordinates of 

the point X in A . The following special simplexes are of 

interest. 

A O-simplex (X0) is a point, he. (.XD) =* Xo . 

A 1-simplex (y0y() is a line segment. 

A 2-simplex (X„Xis a triangle. 

A 3-simplex (XoXjX^X3) is a tetrahedron. 

An s-simplex is homeomorphic to an r-simplex iffi r=s. 

A point Xe/i all of whose barycentric coordinates are posi- 
r r 

tive is called an interior point of A . A point of r\ not 



in the interior of Ar is called a frontier point of Ar, 

It is easily verified that the definitions of interior 

and frontier points satisfying those given previously where 

the base of the topology in K is that of open n-spheres. 

An s-face g °fan simplex A j 5^^ is any s-simplex 

whose vertices form a subset of the vertices of A , is is a 

closed subset of Ar. 

A finite set ET of simplexes of the Euclidean space fth 

is called a complex iffi 

(1) If A is a simplex of IT, then every face of A is 

in &. 

(2) If A and B are simplexes in ETthen either 

or AO^ is a common face of B andA* 

The set jg"j of points contained in all the simplexes of 

K is called a polyhedron. If is the maximal dimension of 

the simplexes of K then k is called the dimension of jsT (or 

in)- A complex of dimension n is called an ft-complex. 
|J£j as a subset of pf is a compact metric space. 
3. MANIFOLDS AND SURFACES 

A topological space M is an -dimensional manifold iffi 

it is Hausdorff, arc-connected, and if there exists a cover¬ 

ing of M by open sets such that in the relative 

topology of in M , each is homeomorphic to the Y\ -sphere 

0) * ^ locally arc-connected,locally simpler 

connected, and locally compact. 

A surface S is a topological space which may be divided 

into a finite or countable set T - f of subsets Zij of S 
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which are called triangles (these triangles are homeomorphs 

of the Euclidean 2-simplex or triangle which we have defined 

previously) such that T has the following properties. 

(1) Every point of S must belong to some triangle A/ 

of T. 

(2) If Aj &T , then A; and Aj have either a o-face 

(vertex) or a 1-face (side) in common or else . 

(3) No point of S may be a vertex of more than a finite 

number of triangles. 

(4) If P is a side of a triangle />; then either 

(a) P belongs only to A; or, 

(b) p belongs to precisely one other triangle . 

(5) About any vertex V, the triangles which 

contain V are such that the set U(C| A; ~V consists of only 

one component in which case the set A; forms a closed 

or open cycle about V. 

T is called a triangulation of S'. 

Two triangles are adjacent iffi they have a side in 

common. 

A surface S is called compact or closed iffi any triangu¬ 

lation of S possesses^ a finite number of triangles and in ad¬ 

dition (4) (a) does not hold for any triangle of the triangu¬ 

lation. The surface S is open iffi (4) (a) does not hold 

for any triangle of the triangulation and if S is not closed. 

If (4) (a) holds for at least one triangle of the triangu¬ 

lation at a surface S then S is bordered. The property of 

a surface being closed, open, or bordered is invariant under 

change of -griangulation. 



Every point of a closed or open surface possesses a 

neighborhood which is homeomorphic to an open disc. In ad¬ 

dition such a surface is arc-connected, locally arc-connected, 

locally simply connected, Hausdorff and therefore is a 2- 

dimensional manifold. However, not all 2-dimensional mani¬ 

folds are surfaces [7], [16]• 

A closed path such that o( (tj.) iffi 

= / or 0 and tx •=. lor 0, or ti - is called a Jordan 
_o 

arc. If S is a bordered surface then 5 is an open surface 

and S ~5° consists of a countable collection C of mutually 

disjoint Jordan arcs C; • If a point P belongs to one of 

these Jordan arcs then there is a neighborhood base of P 

consisting of sets homeomorphic to a half disc in R. such 

that P, under the homeomorphism, goes into a frontier point 
of the disc. We define a half disc of radius § and center 

at <K in R to be the set ~ l * a + & R1 | 

f ; | • Usually a half disc or 

disc is defined in terms of subsets in the complex plane 

which is a perfectly good representative of a 2-dimensional 

Euclidean space. 

The periphery P, or the union of the sides of a 

triangle & * (a be) is a Jordan arc. As we know, every path 

or arc has assigned to it either of two directions. By as¬ 

signing the periphery P of A the direction of the Jordan 

arc P we may say that A has been assigned an orientation 

or a sense of rotation. If the vertices in the symbol (ctfc>c) 

for A ane cyclically permuted then A, in each representation, 
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retains the same orientation. If the vertices a, b and C 

are permuted hut not cyclically, then A- has been given the 

opposite orientation. Two adjacent triangles having pre¬ 

assigned orientation are said to he coherent iffi their com¬ 

mon side is traversed in opposite directions -under the two 

rotation senses. A triangulation T*is coherent iffi an 
orientation can he assigned to each triangle of TJT so that 

each pair of adjacent triangles in ~Tare coherent. A sur¬ 

face is orientahle iffi there exists a coherent triangula¬ 

tion on it. The orientahility or non-orientability of a 

surface is invariant under a change of triangulation. The 

disc, torus, and spherical surface are all orientahle while 

the real projective plane, Mtibius hand and Klein bottle are 

not 



CHAPTER 1 

COVERING SPACES 

Inasmuch as we shall, from now on, be dealing with a 

particular type of space with several well defined proper¬ 

ties, it is expedient to give this space a name of its own. 

Definition_JUl A topological space x will be called an 

space iffi X is Hausdorff. arc-connected, locally arc- 

connected, and locally simply connected. 

Within this definition are included such spaces as 

manifolds, ptolyhedra, surfaces, certain subgroups of groups 

of nmatrices over the complex numbers, etc. 

The following defines a covering space which is the 

main topic of this monograph. 

Definition 1.2 (a) let % and X be two C( spaces and -f 

be a continuous mapping ; % -*X into. The pair 

is called an unbranched covering space of X iffi given a 

point p off) there exists a neighborhood [/of p and a 

neighborhood Tj of p , where -f(P)^P > such that -f I XJ is a 

homeomorphism of UontoU. 

(b) is called an unbordered covering space of 

iffii given a point Pe-X , any point pal such that 

W)~ P * and any arc C " I) iS X such that c\ (o ) - P , 

there exists an arc C -*(0^1) iS X such that -f CoC&)) - c{(k) 

for all teX » and o((p) = p . C is called a continuation 

from p over C. 

(c) If CK ,-(■) satisfies both (a) and (b) above then 

(X jf-) is called an unbordered and unbranched covering space 



of X. X is called the base space of the covering and -f- the 

projection of X onto X * 

An important fact that we willLneed later on is the fol- 
<v ^ 

lowing: If is an unbranched and unbordered covering 

space of A- then for any point p in X and any two points R> 

and Pj of X such that -f~C h> ) ^ y CP, ) - P , there are neigh- 
A/ 

borhoods Vi _> V"/ and “V" of P(,and P respectively 

such that v; and \T, are disjoint and are homeomorphic. 

First, iby the Hausdorff property of X and the local homeo- 

morphism induced by -£~, we can find neighborhoods "D& and 

of fb and FJ respectively such that Tand rr J'/ 

are homeomorphisms onto neighborhoods £4, and c/, respec¬ 

tively oft/" . Now let V- X/o DU, jVS- f~'(v) and Vf = ■£/ VV/>. 

These are the desired neighborhoods. 

In this chapter all covering spaces will be assumed 

unbranched and unbordered unless otherwise specified and 

such spaces we will simply call covering spaces. If P and 

p are points of X and X respectively such that f-(p)^P 

then p is said to cover or to lie above P . A similar 

statement applies for arcs. If for C 2-JT) and X , defini¬ 

tion 1.2 (b) holds in its entirety and 1.2 (a) holds except 

for a "small" set of points in K , where "small" is given 

some appropriate meaning, then is called a branched 

covering space of X . We may note that in definition 1.2, 

(b) holds locally for spaces which satisfy (a), i.e. if 1/ 

is a neighborhood of \s a neighborhood of p where -ftp) -P 

st
i 

si
t 
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and -fit/ is a homeomorphism of C/ onto C/ then for any arc C 

in C/ there is an arc C in L/ such that 4 C C) - C . Moreover 

by the nature of this local homeomorphism, C is unique. We 

now prove that for an unbranched but possibly bordered cover¬ 

ing space, uniqueness is also a global property. 

Theorem 1.1. Let (.£,4-) be an unbranched (but possibly 

bordered) covering space of X and let C-O^l) be an arc in 

T .suck that ctio)^p • Let T, = Co, A,) , i I , £ o, A*] > 

be subintervals of I and let the arcs C*, ; Xj ) 

and 3 ? start at the same point p in % where ■£■(]>) «- P • 

Moreover let -f (Sf, <.*)) = <*Ct) and 4 (tj) '-soU-fr) » then ^ E 

for = J>,A] , A^ (A., A> 
/U /w. 

Proof: Let^ g-X^, where iffi o^, 2 in tty/*] 

It is obvious by the local homeomorphism induced by 4 that 

is both non-void and open relative to T . Wow let-X^ I3-Iy 

Then Zg- is open for there exists a point yi4a , ^ L^A0 4 / such 

that ci, (J49) ^ ^ , and by the local homeomorphism de¬ 

scribed in definition 1.2 (a), and since the CL space X! is 

Hausdorff, there are disjoint neighborhoods Ux of 3)1//*) and 

t/j. of oil (/4o) such that Cft and are mapped homeomorphically 

by 41 and 4(0^ respectively onto some neighborhood of 

Hence Xr is open and is closed relative to TB . Thus 

since •ZV is both open and closed relative to Z3 which is 

connected, and contains points of .Zj , we have xv = z3 .j 
Wow is (X.j4) is, in addition, an unbordered covering 

space of X then by definition 1.2 (b), X3-IT is possible 
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for every arc continued over a given base arc and we have 

the following theorem as an immediate corollary. 

Theorem 1.2. If (%}i) is an unbranched and unbordered 

covering space ofX , then continuation over any arc £ z (<* jX) 
/v A/ 

in the base space from any point p0 in X suck that -f (p0) ^ d(pJ 

is always possible and unique. 

We now proceed to investigate by way of examples what 

happens to if either of the two conditions (a) or (b) 

of definition 1.2 fails to hold. 

Example 1.1. First suppose we construct spaces % and 

X for which (a) but not (b) holds. Let X be the circum- 

ference, of length 17T, of a unit circle and let X be the 

open interval (Oj3 7c) . Let -f map % onto X such that 

implies X ■= x The arc C from to ^ in X cannot be 

covered by an arc in X, which is continued from the point 

^ in X. See fig. 1.1(a). 

i.j 



Example 1.2. Now we construct spaces for which (a) 

does not hold. Let % "be a unit disc and let % consist of 

two unit discs, each slit from the origin along a radial 

line, with origins identified and the shores of the slits 

cross-joined as illustrated in figure 1.1 (b). The only 
<v 

point common to both discs is the origin Pojthe cross joins 

of the slit edges are not to be considered as actually in¬ 

tersecting as pictured. The picture is merely a device to 

make -f simple; -f is the perpendicular projection which takes 

points in the discs of into corresponding points of the 

disc Now no restriction of "f .describes a local homeo- 

^ —— 

morphism between %. and X as required by condition (a) since 

every neighborhood of p0 contains two points mapped by 

onto a point in a neighborhood of P. 

This is an example of the sort of branched covering 

surface which is encountered in the theory of Riemann sur¬ 

faces. Even though branched coverings are used mostly in 

connection with Riemann surfaces, they are sometimes used 

in higher dimensional spaces. Let: us examine one which oc¬ 

curs in the theory of multiple valued harmonic f'unctions 

in three dimensions. [3]* 

Example 1.3. Let % and be two solid spheres of 

unit radius. In remove an open spherical solid £If of 

radius 1/4 centered at the midpoint of a radius of 2T| • 

Call the frontier of which is a spherical surface and 

still remains in Xj - , Sj • Divide Sj into two equal 
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and topologically closed hemispheres by a circle Ct whose 

plane is perpendicular to R, at its midpoint. Call the 

hemisphere nearest O,, Ai and call the other Bt . Now 

if A, and are topologically identified .in a natural 

manner, the resulting space is again a sphere but rather 

than perform this particular identification let us do as 

follows. Construct a second set of spheres Xi. and 

and hemispheres A ^ and 3-^ in the same way. See figure 

1.2 (a). In the two spaces Xj- and Xz. identify 

A, with B and Az with in a natural manner. Call 

the resulting space X • It is not too difficult to show 

~ Z-r that X is a solid sphere, and effectively A also consists 

of two solid spheres whose only common part is the circular 

arc C.~ . However, the novel feature has been added 

in that if we start an arc T in Xt-X( , then Tcontinued 

across either A,-C or will arrive in ; 

and if T is continued through a point in C it may arrive 

in either X - X, or X^- X*. I This is exactly analagous 

to the situation encountered in the theory of branched 

Riemann surfaces. Now if we let the hemispheres A, and 31 

“collapse" into a disc and project X in a natural fashion 

onto the base sphere X , then above each point of X lie 

exactly two points of X except where one of the covering 

points belongs to C in which case this is the only cover¬ 
ing point. 
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The following theorem is of considerable interest. 

We will later expand on it in order to characterize regular 

covering spaces. 

^eor^l^. Let "J" k®. £2: CL sub space of with 

the relative topology and let be a covering space 

of X . Then each component ^ of ^ l(J£) forms a covering 

space of x where ?A=47S^« 

Proof: Per short, let X = and 9 = ^ . First, there 

is at least one point say Q of 2 with y(§)-Q . Wow let 

C be any arc in X starting at Q . Then the arc C in 21 

which begins at Q and covers C. must be in X since every 
^ O' 

point in C projects onto a point of C- and C is connected. 

Since we can connect any point P in Z by C to Q we have 
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the desired result. This also proves the requirement of 

definition 1.2 (b) for the spaces (Xj?)) X ♦ Now we must 

prove the (a) part of definition 1.2. Let P 6 and 

p = > and 17 be a neighborhood in % of f . Then 

is a neighborhood of F in ? , Now let X7 - Mxr) 

and Y= ? W) . For O sufficiently "small", is a 
i 

homeomorphism of XJ onto 1/. Let 9, = ?lv = ^>1 V . Now 

■f|CVj= 3,(.V\) = v since -fj and 9, are restrictions of -f 

on small sets. And since V c C7, V CU , then V 

- Jt 'iV) . Thus ^ is a local homeomorphism. 

The following definition is useful in classifying or 

making a distinction between the various covering spaces 

of a particular space. 

Definition 1.5. Two covering spaces (X, tp) and 

(Xj.;-fjJ of an ^ space will be called isomorphic^^^cover-- 

ings of X or simply isomorphic iffi there exists a mapping 

function p such that 

1.1 F is a homeomorphism of onto . 

2) i{ = 

Theorem 1.4. Isomorphism is an equivalence relation. 

Proof: Eeflexivity is obvious since we can make F the 

identity mapping. 

If F satisfies 1) and 2), then F ^ is a homeomorphism 

of X2 onto X, and v\ = 0 r so the relation is symmetric • 

If . (is a third covering space of X and is iso¬ 

morphic to (XZJF2) > Ithen there is a homeomorphism G of X* 

onto such that G°F is a homeomorphic 
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^ /v - - 

mapping of Xj onto X? and -(3
0W -°F ^ rj* F ^ 

so that CX, ,4, ) and(_X-j } are isomorphic proving that 

isomorphism is transitive and therefore is an equivalence 

relation. |! 

Care must he taken to specify the mapping function -f- 
  s>-r 

associated with the covering of X by X . 

Example 1.4. The three spaces X j X{ j and Xa shown 

in figure 1.3 are all topologically annuli and therefore 

homeomorphic. (Again the apparent intersections of por¬ 

tions of with itself are only illusory). -f maps one 
/V*    

and only one point of X\ onto each point of.X whereas 

maps exactly three points of Xa onto each point of X. 

-4, is a homeomorphism while 4U is obviously not. There- 
'V «"v*. . 

fore CX| ) and (Xz}4i.) are not isomorphic covering 

spaces of X. 
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Figure 1.3 (a) illustrates the more general principle 

that any (X space has a covering space, namely a homeomor- 

phic image of itself. However we are interested in look¬ 

ing for covering spaces which are less trivial. This is 

the principal problem that we will be concerned with. 

It is worth noting that we could have left out of the 

original definition of a covering space the requirement that 

£ be an <XC space. The properties of local arc-connected- 

ness and local simple connectedness, X inherits from X 

by the local homeomorphism between X and %. . However the 

example on page 18 in [71 shows that the property of 

Hausdorff separation is not inherited. The desirability 

that X be arc-connected will appear later on; this property 

being clearly not inherited from X”. We have already used 

the Hausdorff separation axiom in Theorem 1.1 and the rea¬ 

sons for the other requirements:; on % will also appear later. 

Theorem 1.2 is the generalization of the principal in 

complex analysis that analytic continuation, by elements of 

rational character, of a given function element along a given 

curve leads to a unique function element. We can carry this 

generalization further and prove the following 

Theorem 1.5. (Principle of Monodromy): Let ( X j -f ) 

be a covering space of with two paths £ -c^ejX) 

C.-C^.I) in X such that ^0co) - /to) ^ p0 and o(0(j ) 

= °l ,(*) - » Let p0 be a point on X such that ^-(f0) - . • 

Then given two paths M C, -(#, ,1) in £ 

ppyeyifls Co C, respectively with %*Coj -_SC,(p)=#> 
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we have C©~C iffi C„ *xC, . In particular if C0~C( then 

Co ^d Ci’ must have the same end point in j£ . Throughout 

the homotopic deformations, the end points of all paths in¬ 

volved, e.g. P» j P, Po j 30U9 531(1 3] 0 9 are assumed to 

remain fixed. 
/V- ^ 

Proof: First we prove that if C> "X- O then C« <ss. C, . 

If (Le> 'X'Ci then there exists a continuous function F mapping 

"J XJ into X- and such that 

PCbjO)^ 30ct) j ' FCt,t) - 

PCqU)- Po , p 6/;'Uj - ^ . 

If we let F -fo F , then F is continuous since both -f- and 

F are, and moreover 

-FitjO) - -f (FCtjO)) = -f (.<*<? tti) - °(oCt)J 

~F Ltj I) - FiF C t, l)) -f C4,U)) 

F LOf’u) - F(F C t?; T^)) ~ f- ^ P°) ^ P° j 

-FO,u) - -RFC /,u;) = f CP,) - P, . 

Thus Cf'x. Cx . 

Now suppose that C, ~ C, . Then there is a continuous 

function F mapping IX X into X such that 

FibjO)- o(0Ct) t FLb, l)- <*,<■*) j 

FCOj-u') ~ Pp j p(/, 'K. ) - P{. 

We define p in the following way: For each It 61 , 

FLt/u) defines a curve Cu ~ ( <XuctJ, T) on X . Then, by 

theorem 1.2, for each uej there is a unique curve C^, = 

=. CFCbjUJjI) such that -f'C37yi'&J) = cSjt) and 

such that FCotu)~ % for all HeX . This defines p 

uniquely and moreover F is continuous with respect to ir 

for each 'll el . In order to prove that p is continuous 



in J, XT we must show that p is continuous with respect 

to both variables simultaneously. We remark that F is ob¬ 

viously continuous for C0> u) since there, it is a constant. 

In order to prove continuity we shall do two things: (a) 

First we will show that if p is continuous for ~t~ such 

that o £ tr &i>0 ^ i , then F is continuous for + ^ 

for some ^ > o \ in other words we will "extend” the domain 

of continuity of P . (b) Secondly we shall prove that if 

P is continuous for points (tjU) such that QLt £to} oeu,Llj 

then p is continuous for OL ici.1 . Having 

proved this, it automatically follows that F is continuous 

for all t in T . For if we let X be the supremum of 

all such described above then it is obvious that (a) and 

(b) together imply that X » I } and moreover that p is ac¬ 

tually continuous for C ^ ) , \L&T . If this we re not so, 

then X < / and (b) implies that p is continuous at 

6 2 • This being true, (a) implies that P is continuous 

in the rectangle oe i> L for some ^ >o and all U el which 

is a contradiction to A being the supremum of the ir0 . 

Nov/ we proceed to prove (a) and (b). 

Proof of (a): Let Q = & l*o,U0) where (*<>, H0 ) is 

any point on the line . We shall prove that F is 

continuous in an entire neighborhood of (t-0ju0) . Let £/ 

be a neighborhood of G? in 2 which, under the restricted 

mapping -f s 4 ) £s is homeomorphic to a neighborhood Z/ of Q 

where Q - ■$■(<$) . There exists a square neighborhood 
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5 = f C^u,) I l6„-tr l^ Sj jvi0-u I^SJS>oJabout L6o?Uo) suck that 

F(6>u) is continuous in 5 s^d such that the image of S 

under F , is in U • Now there exists an such 

that the image of the line segment L- 

lUo-M. I cel uncler f= is inside of XJ and such that F is con¬ 

tinuous on L . The function -f, 1 ( F (U) J is continuous in 

5 and agrees with F Cfyu) on L , and for a fixed W gives 

a continuation over that part of C^in fiS) , By theorem 

1.2, continuation is unique and we have F- 5,1 <~F) apply¬ 

ing in S • Now ^or each {b0)uJ we may perform the same 

construction to obtain a square - f (6,tcjJ 110 - t | <£, 

lUo-u. I 4. $u ; $u>ol±n which F is continuous. But the seg¬ 

ment ti-Ofe U 6 I is compact, so there ciss a finite number 

of these squares which cover the line. If we set min \ Sul 

for this set of squares, then we have ,an entire strip: 

/ 4 J\ j ZL t l completely covered by these squares in 

which F is continuous. It is to be understood that if 

t0 -O then we use the ordinary "one sided" neighborhood 

0^t^6j6>o of b0-O instead of the symmetric neighborhood 

/6-to|£& 6r>0 which we have used above. 

Proof of (b): This proof is actually somewhat similar 

to that for (a). Consider the point C^,U,) and a neighbor¬ 

hood XJ of F Lkj ut) - Q such that F( - F I U maps Xj homeo- 

morphically onto some neighborhood C/ of (Q - F C FCQ) 

Now there is a bxc\ such that l=(S)CZ V where S - 

t, 4 * 4 A, iU-U ( l 4 § J S ><? J • And there is a segment 

L = l CttVL) I J tit cti^cxi | lA-'Uilc such that 

FCDCU. By the local homeomorphism -f the segment 



-f~l( F(L)) is contained in V and is a continuous (topo¬ 

logically open) arc in X . Moreover, by tbe local homeo- 

morphism and the fact that F is continuous for , for 

each portion of C-u, starting at F jtc) } 11,- S ^ vt ^ 

and continuing to F there is a unique portion of Cu 

starting at •ff'CF (t* jxj) and continuing to -f, *£ F(A;U}) 

- FCA,vc) . Thus in a neighborhood of ( A, UJ p ItjU)- 

~ -f,"1 CF Land is continuous. And since u, is any 

point in Xj F is continuous along ( A, w ^ Q L. ^ fe / . 

Finally, FU,u.)j ite-I is a constant and therefore a 

single point. For the lifting of F , for every point 

(fc,u) felxT » is unique and. in particular for the segment 

(jjU) , U,£-X which F Cl,U) is the point P, . § 

Now, using the theorem just proved, we prove a theorem 

which is usually referred to as the monodromy theorem. 

Theorem 1.6. (A) If X is simply connected and (x,F) 

is a covering space of X> then x is simply connected and 

•f {X is a homeomorphism of X onto X • 

(B) Using the terminology of theorem 1.5. y simply 

connected implies that each x is simply connected and 

<3'2 Y is a homeomorphism. . 

Proof. It obviously suffices to prove (A). 

Let C and be two arcs in X such 

that ^lo) = jf(.o) and -fr (■!))- "$ ip (])) . Let C -(#.,£) ^ 

dL- and 0~ Lp) ^ ); P - f °/s> . Since X is simply con¬ 

nected then C~D and by theorem 1,4 this implies that C ~D 

and cltl) ~ fiCO . Thus X is simply connected and over 



each point of X lies only one point of X . Now -f is con¬ 

tinuous and one-to-one. Let £7 'be a neighborhood of P and 

let P= 4~CP)J cr = -$-(.0 ) . Since -j- is a local homeomor- 

phism and is one-to-one there is a neighborhood V of P , 

contained in If such that -fH£V)C £7 . This proves that 

7 1 is continuous and thus is a homeomorphism. I 

In the proof of theorem 1.4 we have not used the fact 

that we are dealing only with locally simply connected 

spaces. Indeed, the proof of C, ~ Co if can be ex¬ 

ecuted in the following way by actually using the property 

of local simple connectivity [ 15 ] • Since I xT is compact 

and p is continuous, Fd^I)- A is compact. 

Next it is proved that there exists for any point P 

of X , a simply connected neighborhood Up) of P such that 

fj(p) is a homeomorphic image of every component of -f ( Xf (P)) 

under a suitable restriction of 4- • Since A is compact 

there is a finite number of such neighborhoods covering A 

and we can choose a square mesh of IXI so small that the 

image under F of each square of the mesh is contained en¬ 

tirely in one of the Zf(P)‘s of the finite set. In a more 

or less obvious fashion the function F is constructed in 

each of the closed squares of the mesh so as to agree with 

other "pieces" of F on adjacent squares and also so that 

FCOjU)- P0 J the point from which Co and C, begin. 

We now prove the principal theorem for the existence 

of covering spaces. 
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Theorem 1.7: Let (X ) he a covering; space of X 

with the points and pe X fixed and such that j-(p)~P, 

(A) The homotopy classes of all closed curves from p 

on X which are projections by -f- of closed curves from p 

on X form a subgroup (pLP) of the fundamental group 

jTtXjP) of S • For different points Pj covering P , the 

totality of groups form a complete set of conjugate 

subgroups of x" • 

(B) Conversely, to each complete set of conjugate sub¬ 

groups of 7f"» there corresponds a covering space (&j P) of 

XT with the property (A). and (X, f-J is unique to within an 

isomorphism. In particular if all the conjugate subgroups 

consist each only of the identity element then the correspond¬ 

ing covering space is the universal covering space of X which 

we will discuss in detail later. 

Proof of (A): Let 7T be the set of closed curves in X 

beginning and ending at p , and let $>(P) represent the set 

of curves of TT which are projections of closed curves on X 

which begin and end at P . Now C £ jj> CP) iffi C covering 

Q implies that C begins and ends at the same point p . If 

0 and D covers D then by the monodromy theorem C and 

£5 end at the same point. Thus if , then QG-(f>(p) 

and any member of the class [Cl of curves homotopic to C 

is in L'p) . Let frfCP) be the set of classes of homo¬ 

topic curves of <$) Lp) . If Q, and Q belong to cpj , 

then the path CD-1 begins and ends at the same point so 

that CO'U £cp) whence [ COH ] - tC] CD]'1 6- 0LP) 

0 (f) is therefore a subgroup of 7T . 



Let l P- j be the collection of points in % covering 

p. To each Fy corresponds, in the manner just discussed, 
'V' 

a subgroup 0(Pj) of 7T. Let Pj and Pj be two points of 
'V v ^ 

X lying above P and let J be a curve joining Pj to Pj 
/y yv ■   

in X . 7 is mapped onto a closed curve CT in X" • If 
<y ''y 

if ~ y and K covers f in I , then by the monodromy theorem 

E's-X, and conversely if ET^cT then st 2c. X . Thus the 

homotopy class [T] determines a unique homotopy class [X] 

of 7U , and conversely, where the starting and ending points 

Pj and Pj respectively of T are given. The mapping [C ] 

—* [T ]-1 CC] L kTJ] defines an inner automorphism of 7t 

which carries 0(P;) into 0(Pj) • For if C/ begins at Pj 

and covers C then JHCi J covers J-1 CT where X connects 

Pj and Pj and T_l Cj J is a closed curve starting at Pj . 

Thus $(f;) and 0(P;) are conjugate subgroups of Jc » We 

remark that [f ] is not the only class of curves running 

from Pj to pj that we could have used, indeed, any class 
”V 

of curves, as long as the curves ran from P; to Pj would 

have determined the same conjugate subgroup. Let P] be 

fixed and lying above P . Each class [X] of closed arcs 

in X beginning at P determines a unique point pj over P 

such that T covers X , a path of [T], then j connects 
^ 'V ^ 

P, to Pj and J covers X . Thus every subgroup of JT con¬ 

jugate to 0 if\) is obtained as a 0{Pj) and these ^(P'j) 

form a complete set of conjugate subgroups of 7 , 

Proof of (B); Let 0 be a subgroup of rrLICj (?) . We 

actually construct a covering space (X.jp) of X associated 

with the class of conjugate subgroups determined by , by 
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defining points in X, neighborhoods of points, and open 

sets in X which we shall prove form a topology on X • 

Then we will prove that % is actually a covering space of 

X which indeed, corresponds to the subgroup ft of itr . 

Moreover we will show that if ft , and ft^_ are two conjugate 

subgroups of ^r, then the two covering spaces LX'ft,) 

and ) constructed from ft and <ft^_ respectively are 

isomorphic. 

Let ft be a subgroup of TC and let a point ^ of X 

be fixed. 

Definition of a point in % : Consider the pairs of 

the form tF>c) , where PerX and C connects the base 

point Q of the fundamental group to the point P . We in¬ 

troduce an equivalence relation in this collection of pairs 

as follows. Let CP ) - (PL ) iffi 

0 > Pi - anj 
Of) CC'Cl'J eft 

Now consider the equivalence class C f, J C,J of C P, t C, J 

and let X be the totality of all such equivalence classes 

as P ranges over X and C ranges over <£~ . The equiva¬ 

lence class [ Pj C. ] will be a point of X and all points 

of K will be representable as some such equivalence class. 

Definition of neighborhoods: First we make the follow¬ 

ing definition; Let U be a neighborhood of P such that 

there exists a neighborhood V of P such that any closed 

arc C in V beginning at p is homotopic to P in [/ . 

Then the pair of neighborhoods X/ and V is called a s.c. 



neighborhood pair of P . Since X is locally simply con¬ 

nected, every point of X has a s.c. neighborhood pair. 

Now we define a neighborhood of [ p0j Cb ]. Let XJ and 

V" be a s.c. neighborhood pair of Po and consider the 

totality of classes [ P, C ] where p & V and C = Ca T 

where X is a path- in V* running from R, to P . Now 

[ P, C ] is independent of the choice of X for if E~ is 

another such path in V then Xx- J<T in Z7 and CoXitCoE 

whence 

lCoT(Co ICoT JS~' Co1 1 - CCoCo'O = 

Thus [P^C ] and [ P, 0 ], where Qa cft IS- > are the same point. 

Thus a one to one correspondence is set up between points 

of V" and the totality of classes as constructed above. 

From this one can induce on the topology of V’ by this 

one to one correspondence. For if P is a point in V" > 

then we can find an s.c. neighborhood pair 5: 7- of p , 5 

'S’ and 7~ contained entirely inv- , such that T~ is in one 

to one correspondence with a neighborhood 7- of the point 

[PjC ] corresponding to p . And this correspondence coin¬ 

cides with the original one given between ~\j~ and "V . With 

this topology y- becomes homeomorphic to yr under the 

natural correspondence [ C ] —> p . 

Definition of an open set in : If ?C X then V* 

is open iffi each point of "V’ is contained in an s.c. 

neighborhood pair contained entirely in V" . The neighbor¬ 

hoods of the s.c. neighborhood pairs in X are obviously 

open 



We now prove that the collection of open sets in 2C 

form a topology f" onf . 

The null set O obviously belongs to ‘T- and Jf be¬ 

longs to since % is the union of s.c. neighborhood 

pairs. 

It is also easy to show that the union of any collec¬ 

tion of open sets is open and that the intersection of 

finitely many open sets is again open. 

Less trivial, however, i‘s the following statement: 

X is Hausdorff: Let t P, C, ] , CP* } CJJ <$-Z with 

[ P, JC, ] ■*= [ P2. j Ci. 3* The criterion for the distinction 

of points in X falls into either of two cases. 

(a) P, P-±_ * In which case we let C/i j f, and 

disjoint s.c. neighborhood pairs of Pt and Pi 

respectively. This obviously implies that the correspond¬ 

ing neighborhoods v; of [ P0 C, ] and \TX of [ pj. ^ Cj. ] 

in X are disjoint. 

(b) Pt -p and [ C, ] 4 $ • Let CT, V be a 

neighborhood pair of Pt (and hence of ). Now let VJ 

consist of all the points [ p, jC,x] and consist of all 

points [ Pj CXT] where I is a path contained in V and 

connecting P, *• Pj_ to P . Let V, and have a point 

in common, i.s. let [ Pi} C,Tt ] & , C*.T± 3 ^ VI 

and [R,j C|T, ] ■=- [Ri.jCi.Xi.]. Then (\t-=.p^x and 

[ C, X, ( CtTiJ ] dr . Now V7 is is contained in 
/V ^ 

some VS of a s.c. neighborhood pair Dj , V$ in such a man¬ 

ner that T, and are contained in V"3 and [ T, Jx~l ] ~ 



[ p ] in Uj . Thus we have [ C,7j C £x. IV ) 3 - [ C\ J"i T*-' J 

= [ C, 3 6 p which is a contradiction to the hypothe¬ 

sis. Thus Vi and -C£ are disjoint proving that % is 

Hausdorff• 

Now we prove that X is arc-connected. Let [ P, C, ] 

and [ Pi, cx ] "be points of % and C( = IT J and C-±- 

be the curves joining to P} and Pt respec¬ 

tively. Then C/"’,£2. =» C Jr, I] is a curve joining py to 

where 

C C(t L 1-1.Tfr) . O Li? L '/i. 

V_ C 2.&—I J J */j. L h L l 

Having constructed a continuous curve from P, to Pt we 

now construct a continuous curve from [ P, i c, ] to [ Pi. i ]. 

Let Cs = where 

_ (LtC i-^S)) o > oLtn 
P$C*) = 1 } 

L i. Cfr Cl'S - O) J i. Si I J O k. ir£.\ 

Then the mapping 5 —* (frfs.)3 £SJ which maps X into X 

defines a curve in % joining [P,jC, 3 to CP*, j Cj.3 and 

this curve is continuous since "both and are. 
«**»* 

Thas X is an £<_ space. We now prove that under a 

certain natural mapping that we can make X a covering 

space of X • 

The mapping -f! [ Pj C 3 —> P of X onto X defines 

a local homeomorphism between X and X for under a suit¬ 

able restriction of ■£■ there is a s.c. neighborhood pair 

V; ~\r of [ Pj C ] such that V is homeomorphic to V" 

where Or
i\r is a s.c. neighborhood pair of p as we have 
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already proved. Moreover it is obvious that if Xf is open 

then is open and therefore f is a continuous pro¬ 

jection. 

Finally we have obtained a covering space (X j -fj of 

X » For the construction of -f- shows that definition 

1.2 (a) is satisfied and if we apply -f- to the arcs con¬ 

structed in the proof of arc-connectedness for X we find 

that definition 1.2 (b) is satisfied. Now all that remains 

to be done is to show that (Xj S-) actually corresponds to 

^ under the requirements of condition (A) of this theorem. 

Let Q0 ~ C Q j Q ] . We define C in X such that c 

covers a closed curve C in X starting at Q . Then C 

starts at Qo and ends at C <J?; C ] and <2 is closed iff i 

[d?,C ] = IQjQ ] i.e. iffi [C] [<?] *• CCl G0 . 

Finally, we prove that if (/>, and ^ are conjugate 

subgroups of 7C and if , h) and are the 

covering spaces of X corresponding to ^ and ^ re¬ 

spectively, then ) and (X. are isomorphic 

relative to X • We want to define a mapping h Lnom X, 

to so that -f, C UC 1^)) for all |3f <£■ Xi 

Since <^>i and (Z^ are conjugate subgroups, : there exists 

a closed curve T in ZT beginning at 6? such that =. 

[T] [T]"1 . Now let ii map the point P, = ZPjCl 

of X, into the point P* 3 £ Pj J Cl of . In order that 

U be well-defined, we must show that the point ?x does 

not depend upon the choice of the curve C used in defining 

P . Let Ci and C* define the same point i.e. 

let [ C, C*-1 J 6 {2$, . Then we wish to show that TC, 



and T define the same point on i.e. that 

Z7C, ( TC,*)-' J <sr . This is true since C 7C, t JC/*)~'J 

= C7 c. C, * T~' 3 e . Thus is determined uniquely 

by h in terms of p, . Conversely P’ is determined 

uniquely by k”/ in terms of Pi and the curve J ~1 in 

the same way. Thus U is one to one and indeed -f,CPi)~ 

-fiU CP,)) . Moreover Ui is continuous for if is 

a neighborhood of Px ■=■ ± <-&, ) then it is easy enough to 

find a neighborhood V", of P, such that k (M) Q. Xs-^ . 

Similarly U~' is continuous and therefore U is a homeo- 

morphism which preserves the projection mappings and is 

thus an isomorphism. 0 

If we let TZ/ = it'LX, O') and TC- n t £j <%) then the 

groups JZ' and IV are isomorphic since X is arc connected. 

Now let ^ be a subgroup of ^ ^ be a subgroup of TC/ 

and let ft be isomorphic to jz$7. Then the covering spaces 

(z'j i') and. f f-) constructed from and ft respec¬ 

tively are isomorphic covering spaces. For some arc J~ in 

X connecting Q* to Q J ! CCJ C 73C C 3 C J J~ 1 de¬ 

fines an isomorphism from jr to Tf’ and also from <&' to 

$ . And the mapping li I £ of j 7 c. J"'j of points 
«v« / 

of X to points of X defines the desired isomorphism be¬ 

tween %f and X • That this actually is an isomorphism 

can be proved by methods similar to those used in the above 

theorem. 

Theorem 1.8. If jE = n (X&) is the fundamental 

group of % , JC sr JT(LJ P J is the fundamental group of X 

and X corresponds to a subgroup ^ of y then Jt is iso¬ 

morphic to ft . 



Proof: It obviously suffices to consider tbe case 

where the base point P of the fundamental group of XT lies 

above P , since if 7U(!Zi ^ is fundamental group of X 

corresponding to the base point Q , then KLX,Q) is iso¬ 

morphic to x (S jp) and if we prove that Jz (Ij p) is 

isomorphic to then 7t ( Q) will be isomorphic to . 

Let jE. be the set of closed curves in ST giving rise to the 

subgroup / of 7T . Each closed curve in X is mapped by 

the projection S- into a closed curve in IT and each closed 

curve in is the image of some closed curve in X. If C] 

and C-x. belong to the same homotopy class in TZ then their 

respective projections C, and Ct are homotopic in X • 

Conversely, by the monodromy theorem, if C, then 

(i ~ Cj. . Thus the mapping -f{ [c]—> [ c.] is indepen- 

dent of representation of either of the homotopy classes^ 

[ c ] or [C] and is one to one, also -^-preserves the opera¬ 

tion since £ C C L Cj. 1) - -f-(£ CCO) = Z c, Cl ] =, CctJC c J 

= -f ( fcj) -f C £ Ci,j) . Thus 7T is isomorphic to ^ . II 

We can now prove a theorem showing the transitive 

property of the covering relation. 

Theorem 1.9. If } -f-) is a covering space of X" sui 

(Xjj) is a covering space of % then L, ) is a covering 

space of X where ■ U • 

Proof: Let f | * be the set of conjugate subgroups 

associated with ) as a covering space of XT • By the 

previous theorem jr is isomorphic to each (6/ where Jr is 

the fundamental group of X . Let f j f j be the set of 

conjugate subgroups of Jr; corresponding to the covering of 



X by(£j *3) Since 7c is isomorphic to some then the 

collection l (f>-, may he interpreted as a set of conjugate 

subgroups of Tv ©ud 'tli© se^ l $ij J;j forms a set of sub¬ 

groups isomorphic to subgroups of a complete conjugate set 

in JC . The fact that 1* ® follows in a natural manner 

and[ZjU is a covering space ofX . 

THE UNIVERSAL COVERING SPACE 

Of particular interest in the theory of covering spaces 

is the universal covering space. 

Definition 1. The universal covering space (Xj-f) 

of a space JT is the covering space of which is associated 

with the subgroup ^ of r where $ consists only of the 

identity. 

Of course in this case any group conjugate to f6 is 

again 0 . 

The following theorem follows immediately from theorems 

1.7 and 1.8 and the fact that the only subgroup of the identi¬ 

ty of a group is the identity. 

Theorem 1.10. (a) X. is simply connected. 

(b) X is unique to within an isomorphism. 

The next theorem gives motivation for the term “univer¬ 

sal covering space11. 

Theorem 1,11. (a) The universal covering space of X. 

is itself (under the identity mapping). 

(b) if (£>) is any covering space of X and lx. gj 

is the universal covering space of then (X U ) is the 

universal covering space of X where <3 =■ 



^ _   
(c) If (X,f\) is a covering space of X and/Jg , 

is the universal covering space X*, then is the 

universal covering space of X where <3 «■ £7 * 

Proof: (a) follows from Theorem 1.8 (b) 

(b) follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.8 (b) 

If is the universal covering space of X then 

by part (b) of this theorem (X, ) where 9/~ is also the 
A 

_ 

universal covering space of X” . By theorem 1.8 (b)(.X j <5>;) 

is isomorphic to } 9) and thus cij U) is the universal 

covering space of X . 0 

In general, the universal covering space is the only 

space which has property (c) of Theorem 1.11. Or if two 

spaces X, and cover a space XT » then it is not neces- 

sarily true that one of the X; ^ j ! /? — | or 2. cover the 

other. In order to see this we observe the following exam¬ 

ple. 

Example 1.8.:' The double torus X (compact surface 

of genus 2) is covered by both the compact surfaces X, 

and X^ of genus 3 and 4 respectively as indicated in figure 

1.4. But neither X| or X ^ can possibly be a covering 

space of the other. The "cuts" on the surfaces in figure 

1.4 merely indicate that the double torus has been cut as 

indicated and two (or three) copies identified in the man- 

ner indicated to form the surfaces X; (or X^ ). 
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X 

X 

F}y ute /, y 

So far, in developing the theory of covering spaces, 

we have used, all the properties which define an space. 

Actually one may, for other type spaces, define and actual¬ 

ly construct non-^rivial covering spaces. But insofar as 

our definition of simple connectivity and local simple con¬ 

nectivity go, we have needed all the properties of an <C(_ 

ga.ce in order to construct the universal covering space 

in the proper manner.. In other words with respect to the 

tools we have at hand it is necessary and sufficient for 

any space X to be an CL* space if X" is to have a universal 

covering space of the type we have just described. 

REGULAR COVERING SPACES AND COVERING TRANSFORMATIONS 

Definition 1.6. A covering transformation h of X 

is a homeomorphism of a covering space ( of X with 
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itself such that for each. P&Z, points in y lying above 

P are interchanged, 
"W* /w* 

Theorem 1.10. If P; and are points in % which 

cover a point p of ? , then there is at most one covering 

transformation ^ sending into . 

Proof: Let C, he a path connecting P, with an arbi- 

trary point P on X and let C, cover the curve C on X . 

When P| is transformed by h into ?3t then cf, must be 

transformed into a curve which. begins at P* and lies 

over G . The end pointa of C* is the uniquely defined image 

of p , thus there is at most one such map U . 0 

The set of covering transformations of the space X 

forms a group A . The operation in A is simply that of 

composition of mappings, i.e. if In and ^ are in Zi then 

h ^ frh where if p &Z , then U$ is interpreted as In C<Jl P)J. 

Example 1.6. In figure 1.5? (a) represents a 5~sheeted 

(we will explain later what an ’h-sheeted11 covering space is) 

covering of a double annulus such that the group of covering 

transformations consists only of the identity, (b) repre¬ 

sents a 4-sheeted covering of the double annulus such that 

the group of covering transformations consist of precisely 

two elements; the identity, and the operation which switches 

the sheets 1 and 4 and the sheets 2 and 3* Finally (<fe) rep¬ 

resents a 3~sheeted covering of the double annulus such that 

the group of covering transformations is transitive when in¬ 

terpreted as a transformation group on the points P, P^ 

and Pj all of which lie above P . The reasons for the 



above statements will be obvious when we prove the fol¬ 

lowing result. 

Theorem 1.11. Let (%, f-) be a covering space of X" 

and & the group of covering transformations of Jf, then 

the following; three statements are equivalent. 

(a) If ft is a subgroup of the fundamental group jf 

of X and if 0 corresponds to X then 0 is normal. 

(b) ^ is transitive as a transformation group of points 

above a fixed point in X* 



(c) All the curves C\ iS X covering a curve £ are 

either all open or all closed* 

Proof; (b) implies (c). Let P/ and Pz belong to X 

and cover P in X ; If <S-.A with li P^ $ and C, be 
s- 

a curve in X, beginning at ft , and lying over a curve C 

in X beginning at p . The path U (Ct ) =• is either 

open or closed depending upon whether C, is open or closed, 

since U is a homeomorphism. 

(c) implies (a). Let l ?±\ - -f *(■ P) where P 6*X- and 

let ^ • be the set of all closed curves in X which are pro- 
A/ *v —r- 

sections of closed curves in X starting at P; . The £>/ 

give rise to a complete set of conjugate subgroups $z5- of JC . 

If all the (y covering C. are open, then C <$• for any / 

which implies that [C ] ^ 9h i°r ' * ii ike C,‘ are all 

closed then [C] for every /’ . Therefore the A • are 

identical and 4, is normal. 

(a) implies (b). Let 0 be normal. We label points in 

X as we did in the proof of theorem 1.7 (B). We fix a point 

(£> in X and consider as points of X , the couples LPjC] 

where C is the projection on X of a curve in X running 

from ft to p and where ?t lies over GJ . Recall that 

£ Pt } C,2 = £ PJ.J Ci,J iffi P, » and [ C, ] & 0 . Let 

j be a path from to , both points lying over Q and 

let f cover j- . We define a mapping l\j of % onto itself 

by the rule (CP, C3 ) = £P, XcJ • Now Uj is one to one, 

for if T P'jJ'Ci 3 = Pa. JTCIJ then p, » and [ j c, ( j- j"' ] 

r [ T C, C-i,7 1 G 0 since $ is normal and [C, ^ 

■=. 0 • Thus each element of (. x) is 



the image of one and only one element of I . b j* is con¬ 

tinuous, for if X/ is an open neighborhood of CfjCl in 2 

and if cT covers C/ C % , then for CP, C Kl <= V where IT is 

a path in [/ , we have (CPjCJ) -C^jc] and h-pLXPjCg 3) 

- £ Pj 7Cg]so that £ Pj XCgJis a point in T(_jy-) . Simi¬ 

larly h T is continuous and ijj. is a homeomorphism of 31 onto 

itself. § 

Definition 1.5. A covering space (jLj-h) of 27 is said 

to be regular iffi any one of the equivalent conditions (a), 

Cb). or Cc) of theorem 1.11 apply. 

In figure 1.5, (a) and (b.) obviously represent non¬ 

regular coverings of the double annulus while (c) represents 

a regular covering. It is interesting to note that the uni¬ 

versal covering space is always regular since it corresponds 

to the subgroup of 73- consisting only of the identity ele¬ 

ment and this subgroup is normal. 

Another less common characterization of regular cover¬ 

ings is the following. (X^-fO is a regular covering space 

of X iffi the components Y/ of the inverse image of any 
_ _ —v 

subspace X of 2. form isomorphic covering spaces (Y/ ;£/)> 

= 4-1 Y; ^ Y- This is easily proved by methods simi¬ 

lar to those used in the theorem above. 

We now show an intrinsic connection between $ 

and A when I is a regular covering space of I . 

Theorem 1.12. If X is a regular covering of X then A 

is isomorphic to TV /<$ . 

Proof: Using the terminology of theorem 1.11 we see 

that any member of A can be written in the form hj- for 



some closed curve y in X • We first observe that 

kTj(CP,C]) * UTl(.U7JCr>c])) = ^7|(CP,T,C])= [Pjr,7xc]s h,>7X 

How we assert that the correspondence S l  > <f>T which maps 

A into x/ft is an isomorphism. 5 preserves the isomor¬ 

phism since S C It j-() S (I* Jj_ _) =.<2$ 3~) gi T-2, T=- $ $ J •>, 

3. * SCUj,rJ- 5 is also one to one. For if 

L .. l,T then CP,J,C1~CPJT1.C3 so that ET,cCTxc)'0 

- CTt CQl'dftj - CT, KTj.-'] & whence C 7) ] <5 ^£XjJ 

and p C?,J - £7*.] • Therefore to each l%j- there corres¬ 

ponds a unique coset of p . If (f> CX,} - p C T*,-] then 

p = p irj n^T1 so that * crier' TJ 

- j^X, d dTvc)~’■] • Therefore LtT) ■=. Ity and Z* is isomor¬ 

phic to 7r/P . 3 

SHEETS AND SHEET NUMBERS 

Theorem^Uljy. If is a covering space of x and- 

the -points p and 6J> belong to XT , then -f- H 6 P ) and f ~'(Q) 

contain the same number of points. 

Proof: Let 4 l(P) contain ct points and 4~,(Q) 

contain jy points. The components of 4~>CP) and 4~'(Cf) 

are obviously points of X . Let X be a path from P to Q . 

Construct paths T* from PA and covering X where PA e- 4~'cp) 

Then TA ends in some point of 4~'(_Q) say . By theorem 

1.4, for different Px , the X^ are disjoint from each other 

and thus their end points Qy do not coincide. The set of 

all such X establishes a one to one correspondence between 

the points of -f ~'£PJ and a subset of . If any points 

above Q are left over then we can connect these points by 

arcs JT above X to points above P . Moreover the J? 
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are disjoint from each other and from the whence we have 

arrived at new points above P . But originally all the 

points pA above P were included the so there is actual¬ 

ly a one to one correspondence set up between the points of 

^ CP) and . Thus the cardinal o< of P) is 

the same as that of 4'’'(&) • 8 

If Y is the cardinal of ^'l(P) then we say that tX^) 

is a /-sheeted covering space of T. Y may be any cardinal 

whatever. 

Of greatest interest are these base spaces which admit 

only countable sheeted covering spaces. Inasmuch as, in the 

classical theory of covering spaces, where the base space is 

assumed triangulable, the multiplicity of a covering is al¬ 

ways countable, we wonder if such is true for coverings of 

the more general CZ. spaces. That this is not true in general 

is shown in the following example. 

Example 1.7.: let the base space X consist of two 

points /\ and with an infinite cardinal Y of continuous 

arcs C^ connecting A and B such that these arcs have only 

the points A and B in common. The neighborhoods of the 

interior points of an arc C>, of X are just those induced 

by the mappings from the unit interval IT to Cx • The neigh¬ 

borhoods of A (similarly with J? ) are the "stars'* formed by 

the union of arbitrary end point neighborhoods of C\ of A 

as inherited from X\ one such neighborhood from each • 

X is obviously an ££ space. We now proceed to construct 

the universal covering space of X by an inductive process. 

Let A be an index set of cardinality Y • 



Step 1: Construct a set consisting of arcs , 

A, 6-A > with, end points Axt and 3A( such that these arcs 
***** **v» 

have only one point in common, the end point Ai = f°
r 

all A 16r/\ . There is a one to one continuous correspondence 

■fj between points of and points of 2” with the excep¬ 

tion that -fj maps all the Bx, into B . 

Step 2: To each end point attach a similar con¬ 

figuration 2. • Each Z, consists of arcs Cxh » Ai,6-/\ 

with end points 3A< and A , the latter all distinct. 

Call this resulting space ^ . Now there is a continuous 
*v 

to one mapping from tol which sends the 

paths into the paths C* > points into A and 

the points 8* ( into the point B. 

We continue this process indefinitely and obtain a 

space X and a mapping such that Ltj+J is the universal 

covering space of X , By counting the points over A we see 

that the covering space has multiplicity £ ■= 

But by well known theorems in the theory of cardinal numbers, 

J -'y for any finite k> and S = )+-y+Y4-Y -j = If = y. 

So if y > , then certainly S > C8 ]• 

We now obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for 

any <ZZ space to admit only countable sheeted covering spaces. 

First we need the following useful result. 

Theorem 1.14. If C%yj~) is a covering space of X cor¬ 

responding to a certain subgroup 0 of the fundamental group 

X of JT then the multiplicity of C&j-f) is same as the in¬ 

dex of in ic. In particular if (2Ljiis the universal 
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covering space of X then the sheet number of (X,-f) is equal 

to the number of elements in TT . 

Proof: Let 1C have the base point Q and consider the 

collection of points above (Q . Following theorem 1.7 

we may designate the points d?A as Q* = [ d? > dA ] where C* 

is a closed path beginning at Q and [d?, C* ] =■ iQj C# ] 

iffi C CA C '* ] e 0 i.e. iffi [ dTA ] a $ C C*] Thus there 

is a' one to one correspondence between.the points over Q 

and the right cosets of fi . This proves the first part of 

the theorem. If ^ consists only of [<$ ] then all the right 

cosets of [ G( ] form the totality of elements in 1C . B 

Theorem 1.15* A necessary and sufficient condition 

that X* admit only countably sheeted covering spaces is that 

the fundamental group of x have only a countable number of 

generators. 

Proof: If I is a covering space of 2T then by theorem 

1.11 (c) 2 is the universal covering space of X • Hence ^ 

has at least as many sheets as Z . But the fundamental group 

of ^ has only a countable number of generators and hence 

only a countable number of elements. Thus by theorem 1.12 

the number of sheets of X and hence of X is countable. 

Thus the condition is sufficient. By the same lemma the con¬ 

dition is also necessary since any base space whose funda¬ 

mental group possessed an uncountable number of generators 

would have a universal covering space of an uncountable num¬ 

ber of sheets e.g. example 1.7. I 
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FINITE COVERINGS OF COMPACT SURFACES 

In this section we investigate the various possibili¬ 

ties of covering a compact surface with a covering space of 

finite multiplicity. A more general discussion may be found 

in [10] where branched coverings are also considered. 

First we will review a few facts about closed surfaces. 

Let T be a triangulation on a surface S such that is the 

number of vertices, 0(, is the number sides of triangles, and 

is the number of triangles. The characteristic ^ of S 

is given by f- -^o and is a topological invariant of 

S . It can be proved that if ($;■(•) is a covering space of 

5 then 5 is a surface. Moreover there is a triangulation 

on S such that the vertices, sides, and triangles in £ 

are mapped by -f- onto the vertices, sides, and triangles re¬ 

spectively of S . If L S j -f) is an n-sheeted covering of £ 

then using this fact and theorems 1.6 and 1.13 we have 

vt o(, , and cT* - » 4*. , where j 3, and ^ are respec- 
-xx 

tively the number of vertices, sides, and triangles in 5 • 

From this we easily obtain f ~ v* f for a finite sheeted cov¬ 

ering. 

Usually it is easier to handle surfaces using the genus 

of a surface rather than its characteristic. If £ is orient- 

able and of genus p , then £ may be represented as a sphere 

with p handles and the relation between f and p is f>2.P~2. 

If S is non-orientable and of genus p then £ may be repre¬ 

sented as a sphere with p cross-caps and we have the rela¬ 

tion j> » P-L. . If p is the genus of the covering surface 
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$ then P “ ndp -»)+-) if 5 is orientable and P - W p-^O-fi. 

if ^ is non-orientable. Using the fact that P and H 

are integers and P}P£0 and MS-/, we can find all pos¬ 

sible finite-sheeted covering surfaces of a given compact 

surface. Here we will give a few simple examples. 

The sphere is orientable and of genus O so any cover¬ 

ing surface must have genus ^ - w -f- ) but this is possible 

only if vi-s./ and p =• o i.e. the only covering surface of the 

sphere is itself under identity mapping but this we already 

know since the* sphere is simply connected. 

The projective plane is non-orientable and has genus i 

therefor =•-w\ whence v»=.?_ and P n — I are 

the only solutions. In other words the only covering sur¬ 

faces of the projective plane are itself under the identity 

mapping, and a two-sheeted covering by the sphere which is 

also the universal covering surface. 

Finally in example 1.5 we said that the 3“torus (sphere 

with 3 handles) and the 4-torus (sphere with 4 handles) 

could not be made into covering surfaces, one of the other. 

Both of these surfaces are orientable. If the 3-'torus cov¬ 

ers the 4-torus then p ■=• 3 , P and which is 

not possible for any positive integer v\ • If the 4-torus 

covers the 3~‘borus then p ^ , P=-3 and which 

is also not possible. 
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